Abstract. It is shown that the existence of a closed convex set all of whose points are properly supported in a Banach space is equivalent to the existence of a certain type of uncountable ordered one-sided biorthogonal system. Under the continuum hypothesis, we deduce that this notion is weaker than the existence of an uncountable biorthogonal system.
Introduction. We will say a closed convex set C in a Banach space X is a support set if for every z 2 C, there is a 2 X such that (z) = inf C < sup C . It is well-known that no such set can exist in a separable Banach space, and Rolewicz asked whether such a set must exist in a nonseparable space. The work of Kutzarova ( K] ), Lazar ( L] ) and Montesinos ( M] ) demonstrates that certain nonseparable spaces have such sets. A common thread in these results is that the authors observe Banach spaces with uncountable biorthogonal systems have support sets, and then they demonstrate various classes of Banach spaces have such systems. Lazar additionally considered C( ) spaces where is a compact Hausdor space. In particular, L, Theorem 2] shows C( ) admits a support set provided is nonseparable or admits a closed non-G set. It is a straightforward topological exercise to show that a compact Hausdor space has no closed non-G set if and only if it is hereditarily Lindel of. One can thus rephrase Lazar's result as: C( ) has a support set if has a closed nonseparable subspace or has a non-Lindel of subspace. Using some standard results for compact Hausdor spaces, this is equivalent to saying that support sets exist in C( ) unless is simultaneously hereditarily separable and hereditarily normal (see, E], p.228, 3.12.9(e)). Observe that this does not cover all nonseparable C( ) spaces. For example one can check that the double arrow space is hereditarily Lindel of and hereditarily separable, while C( ) has an uncountable biorthogonal system; see e.g. FiG, Example II.5(1)].
However, it was unknown if Lazar's ( L, Theorem 2]) conditions on actually imply the existence of an uncountable biorthogonal system in C( ) (the proof of L, Theorem 2(b)] shows C( ) has such a system if is nonseparable and hereditarily Lindel of). More generally, there was no known example of a Banach space with a support set but no uncountable biorthogonal system. Under the continuum hypothesis, Proposition 1 provides such an example. This also shows the necessity for weakening the notion of a biorthogonal system in order to describe spaces with support sets as is done in Theorem 4.
A characterization of spaces admitting support sets. It is asked in FiG, Question IV.2] whether Kunen's C( ) space (see N, p. 1123{1129]) has a support set even though it has no uncountable biorthogonal system; note that Kunen's construction uses the continuum hypothesis. We begin by showing Kunen's space has a rather nice support set by strengthening and simplifying Lazar's result on non-G closed sets ( L, Theorem 2(a)]). Proposition 1. (a) If is a compact Hausdor space and F is a closed non-G set, then K = ff 2 C( ) : f(F ) = f0g; f 0g is a support cone (i.e., tK K for all t 0) and K \ ff : kfk 1 rg is a support set for any r > 0.
(b) Kunen's C( ) space has a support cone K such that K ? K = C( ).
Proof. (a) Let f 2 K. Because F is not a G set, F is a proper subset of f ?1 (0). Thus we choose p 6 2 F with f(p) = 0. Now consider p (the point mass measure at p), (b) is the one-point compacti cation S f1g where S is a non-Lindel of locally compact Hausdor space (see N, Theorem 7.1]). Hence f1g is not a G set or else S would be -compact and Lindel of. We now let K = ft(f + 1) : f(1) = 0; f 0; t 0g. It is easy to check K ? K = C( ), and that K is a support cone (consider p ? 1 as in the argument of (a), or see Fact 2 for a more general approach).
Fact 2. If X has a support set, then X IR has a support cone.
Proof. Let C be a support set in X. De ne K 2 X IR, by K = ft(x; 1) : x 2 C; t 0g. Consider t 0 (x 0 ; 1) 2 K and choose 0 2 X such that 0 properly supports S at x 0 . It is easy to check that ( 0 ; ? 0 (x 0 )) supports K at t 0 (x 0 ; 1). We turn to the task of nding a notion that characterizes spaces with support sets. For the remainder of this note, we will let X be a Banach space and Y X be a total norm closed subspace. We let denote any topology on X such that is either the weak topology induced by Y , the norm topology or any topology intermediate to them. A closed convex set C is called a Y -support set if for every z 2 C, there is a 2 Y such that
In the case Y = X , we will continue to say C is a support set; if C is in a dual Banach space X and Y = X, then we shall say C is a w -support set. Proof. (a) Let x 0 2 C be arbitrary. We wish to show x 0 is properly supported in C by a functional in Y so we x 2 Y such that (x 0 ) = inf C < sup C . Now choose x 2 C such that ( x) > (x 0 ). If x 2 C there is nothing further to do. So we suppose ( x) 6 = .
If ( x) > , choose y 2 C such that (y) < . Now there is a convex combination x = t x + (1 ? t)y with 0 < t < 1 and x 2 C ; clearly ( x ) > (x 0 ). If ( x) < , one chooses y 2 C with (y) > and proceeds as above to complete the proof of (a). To prove the moreover part, we continue by writing = 1 + where 1 2 Y 1 . Since is constant on ?1 (0), it follows that 1 properly supports C at x 0 . Translating C to ?1 (0) completes the proof.
(b) Since all hyperplanes in X are isomorphic, it follows from (a) that they must all have support sets. The proof is completed by induction.
Let ! 1 denote the rst uncountable ordinal. We will call a collection fx ; f g 1 <! 1 X X a semibiorthogonal system if f (x ) = 0 for all < , f (x ) = 1 and f (x ) 0 for all ; this is a weakening of an uncountable biorthogonal system where one has f (x ) = 0 for all 6 = . Theorem 4. For a Banach space X and Y a total subspace of X , the following are equivalent. . Let K be the -sequential closure of the convex cone K generated by fx g 1 <! 1 . If k 2 K, then we choose k n 2 K converging to k. Now k n 2 span(fx g 1 ) for some countable ordinal and for all n. Thus f +1 (k n ) = 0 for all n and so f +1 (k) = 0 by the properties of which also ensure inf K f +1 0. Now f +1 (x +1 ) = 1, and so K is properly supported by As a consequence of this characterization, we now show that Kunen's space is distinguished from spaces admitting uncountable biorthogonal systems by w -support sets.
Corollary 5. (a) If X has an uncountable biorthogonal system, then X has a wsequentially closed w -support set.
(b) If X is Kunen's C( ) space, then X has no norm closed w -support set.
Proof. Theorem 4 shows that (a) is true. To prove (b), suppose C is a w -support set. Then by Theorem 4, we have a semibiorthogonal system f ; x g 1 <! 1 X X. Hence (x ) = 0 for all > and so x 6 2 conv(fx : > g , its dual is`1( ). One can check that the positive cone in`1( ) is a support set closed in the weak star topology induced by C( ). However, by Corollary 5, it cannot be a w -support set.
(c) The deep structural results of FG] and S] show that every nonseparable dual space has an uncountable biorthogonal system. Using the fact that such systems are lifted by quotients ( FiG, p. 90] , M, p. 67]) one has that every Banach space with a nonseparable dual space as a quotient has such a system. However, it is still unknown whether every nonseparable Banach space has a support set. The speci c case of nonseparable C( ) spaces is also open.
(d) To construct a Y -support set, the following system that appears slightly weaker than a semibiorthogonal system su ces: fx ; f ; a g 1 <! 1 X Y IR satisfying f (x ) = a for all < , f (x ) > a and f (x ) a for ; cf. Theorem 4.
